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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Storage virtualization technology allows for the
separation of logical storage from physical storage. One
exemplary use case for storage virtualization is within a
virtual machine. A layer of virtualizing software (typically
called a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor) is installed
on a computer system and controls how virtual machines
interact with the physical hardware. Since guest operat-
ing systems are typically coded to exercise exclusive
control over the physical hardware, the virtualizing soft-
ware can be configured to subdivide resources of the
physical hardware and emulate the presence of physical
hardware within the virtual machines. Another use case
for storage virtualization is within a computer system con-
figured to implement a storage array. In this case, phys-
ical computer systems or virtual machines can be con-
nected to the storage array using the iSCSI protocol, or
the like.
[0002] A storage handling module can be used to em-
ulate storage for either a virtual or physical machine. For
example, a storage handling module can handle storage
IO jobs issued by a virtual or physical machine by reading
and writing to one or more virtual disk files, which can be
used to describe, i.e., store, the extents of the virtual disk,
i.e., a contiguous area of storage such as a block. Like-
wise, the storage handling program can respond to write
requests by writing bit patterns data for the virtual disk
to one or more virtual disk files and respond to read re-
quests by reading the bit patterns stored in the one or
more virtual disk files.
[0003] The chapter "Flush Log Entries" In: "Transac-
tional Information Systems", 2002, pages 486-488 by
Gerhard Weikum et al. discloses Page Model Crash Re-
covery Algorithms.
[0004] The article "Scalable virtual machines storage
using local disks", ACM SIGOPS OPERATING SYS-
TEMS REVIEW, vol. 44, no. 4,13 December 2010, pages
71-79 discloses a Scalable Virtual Machine Storage us-
ing Local Disks.

SUMMARY

[0005] This document describes techniques for effect-
ing a virtual disk. In an exemplary configuration, a virtual
disk file can be associated with a log that acts as both a
log and a check point record. When a log entry is gener-
ated, information that identifies the tail can be stored in
the log entry. This information can be used in the event
that virtual disk file is improperly closed, i.e., a crash or
power failure occurs, to discover a sequence of log en-
tries to replay. The invention is defined by the claims.
[0006] It can be appreciated by one of skill in the art
that one or more various aspects of the disclosure may
include but are not limited to circuitry and/or programming
for effecting the herein-referenced aspects; the circuitry

and/or programming can be virtually any combination of
hardware, software, and/or firmware configured to effect
the herein-referenced aspects depending upon the de-
sign choices of the system designer.
[0007] The foregoing is a summary and thus contains,
by necessity, simplifications, generalizations and omis-
sions of detail. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the summary is illustrative only and is not intended to be
in any way limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 depicts a high-level block diagram of a com-
puter system.
FIG. 2 depicts a high-level block diagram of an ex-
emplary architecture for a virtualizing software pro-
gram.
FIG. 3 depicts a high-level block diagram of an al-
ternative architecture for a virtualizing software pro-
gram.
FIG. 4 depicts a lower-level block diagram of a com-
puter system configured to effectuate a virtual disk.
FIG. 5A depicts a lower-level block diagram of a com-
puter system configured to effectuate a virtual disk.
FIG. 5B illustrates a lower-level block diagram of a
computer system configured to effectuate a virtual
disk.
FIG. 6 depicts a high-level illustration of the relation-
ship between a virtual disk and a virtual disk file.
FIG. 7 depicts exemplary log entry formats.
FIG. 8 depicts a specific example of writing log en-
tries to an exemplary log over a time period.
FIG. 9 depicts a specific example of selecting a se-
quence of log entries can be selected for replay.
FIG. 10 depicts a specific example of how an ex-
panded log can be generated.
FIG. 11 depicts a specific example of how a contract-
ed log can be generated.
FIG. 12 depicts an operational procedure that can
be embodied within a computer-readable storage
medium and/or executed by a computer system.
FIG. 13 depicts additional operations that can be ex-
ecuted in conjunction with those illustrated by FIG.
12.
FIG. 14 depicts additional operations that can be ex-
ecuted in conjunction with those illustrated by FIG.
13.
FIG. 15 depicts an operational procedure that can
be embodied within a computer-readable storage
medium and/or executed by a computer system.
FIG. 16 depicts additional operations that can be ex-
ecuted in conjunction with those illustrated by FIG.
15.
FIG. 17 depicts an operational procedure that can
be embodied within a computer-readable storage
medium and/or executed by a computer system.
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FIG. 18 depicts additional operations that can be ex-
ecuted in conjunction with those illustrated by FIG.
17.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The term circuitry used throughout can include
hardware components such as hardware interrupt con-
trollers, hard drives, network adaptors, graphics proces-
sors, hardware based video/audio codecs, and the
firmware used to operate such hardware. The term cir-
cuitry can also include microprocessors, application spe-
cific integrated circuits, and processors, e.g., an execu-
tion unit that reads and executes instructions, configured
by firmware and/or software. Processor(s) and the like
can be configured by instructions loaded from memory,
e.g., RAM, ROM, firmware, and/or mass storage, and
the instructions can embody logic operable to configure
the processor to perform one or more function. A specific
example of circuitry can include a combination of hard-
ware and software. In this specific example, an imple-
menter may write source code embodying logic that is
subsequently compiled into machine readable code that
can be executed by the processor.
[0010] One skilled in the art can appreciate that the
state of the art has evolved to a point where there is little
difference between functions implemented in hardware
and functions implemented in software (which are sub-
sequently executed by hardware). As such, the descrip-
tion of functions as being implemented in hardware or
software is merely a design choice. Simply put, since a
software process can be transformed into an equivalent
hardware structure and a hardware structure can itself
be transformed into an equivalent software process,
functions described as embodied in instructions could
alternatively be implemented in hardware and vice versa.
[0011] The disclosed subject matter may use one or
more computer systems. FIG. 1 and the following dis-
cussion are intended to provide a brief general descrip-
tion of a suitable computing environment in which the
disclosed subject matter may be implemented.
[0012] Referring now to FIG. 1, an exemplary comput-
ing system 100 is depicted. Computer system 100 can
include processor 102, e.g., an execution core. While
one processor 102 is illustrated, in other embodiments
computer system 100 may have multiple processors,
e.g., multiple execution cores per processor substrate
and/or multiple processor substrates that could each
have multiple execution cores. As shown by the figure,
various computer-readable storage media 110 can be
interconnected by one or more system busses which cou-
ples various system components to the processor 102.
The system buses may be any of several types of bus
structures including a memory bus or memory controller,
a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety
of bus architectures. In example embodiments the com-
puter-readable storage media 110 can include for exam-
ple, random access memory (RAM) 104, storage device

106, e.g., electromechanical hard drive, solid state hard
drive, etc., firmware 108, e.g., FLASH RAM or ROM, and
removable storage devices 118 such as, for example,
CD-ROMs, floppy disks, DVDs, FLASH drives, external
storage devices, etc. It should be appreciated by those
skilled in the art that other types of computer readable
storage media can be used such as magnetic cassettes,
flash memory cards, and/or digital video disks.
[0013] The computer-readable storage media 110 can
provide non volatile and volatile storage of processor ex-
ecutable instructions 122, data structures, program mod-
ules and other data for the computer 100 such as exe-
cutable instructions. A basic input/output system (BIOS)
120, containing the basic routines that help to transfer
information between elements within the computer sys-
tem 100, such as during start up, can be stored in
firmware 108. A number of programs may be stored on
firmware 108, storage device 106, RAM 104, and/or re-
movable storage devices 118, and executed by proces-
sor 102 including an operating system and/or application
programs. In exemplary embodiments, computer-read-
able storage media 110 can store virtual disk parser 404,
which is described in more detail in the following para-
graphs, can be executed by processor 102 thereby trans-
forming computer system 100 into a computer system
configured for a specific purpose, i.e., a computer system
configured according to techniques described in this doc-
ument.
[0014] Commands and information may be received
by computer 100 through input devices 116 which can
include, but are not limited to, a keyboard and pointing
device. Other input devices may include a microphone,
joystick, game pad, scanner or the like. These and other
input devices are often connected to processor 102
through a serial port interface that is coupled to the sys-
tem bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, such
as a parallel port, game port, or universal serial bus
(USB). A display or other type of display device can also
be connected to the system bus via an interface, such
as a video adapter which can be part of, or connected
to, a graphics processor unit 112. In addition to the dis-
play, computers typically include other peripheral output
devices, such as speakers and printers (not shown). The
exemplary system of FIG. 1 can also include a host adapt-
er, Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) bus, and
an external storage device connected to the SCSI bus.
[0015] Computer system 100 may operate in a net-
worked environment using logical connections to one or
more remote computers, such as a remote computer.
The remote computer may be another computer, a serv-
er, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common
network node, and typically can include many or all of
the elements described above relative to computer sys-
tem 100.
[0016] When used in a LAN or WAN networking envi-
ronment, computer system 100 can be connected to the
LAN or WAN through network interface card 114. The
NIC 114, which may be internal or external, can be con-
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nected to the system bus. In a networked environment,
program modules depicted relative to the computer sys-
tem 100, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote
memory storage device. It will be appreciated that the
network connections described here are exemplary and
other means of establishing a communications link be-
tween the computers may be used. Moreover, while it is
envisioned that numerous embodiments of the present
disclosure are particularly well-suited for computerized
systems, nothing in this document is intended to limit the
disclosure to such embodiments.
[0017] Turning to FIG. 2, illustrated is an exemplary
virtualization platform that can be used to generate virtual
machines. In this embodiment, microkernel hypervisor
202 can be configured to control and arbitrate access to
the hardware of computer system 200. Microkernel hy-
pervisor 202 can generate execution environments
called partitions such as child partition 1 through child
partition N (where N is an integer greater than 1). Here,
a child partition is the basic unit of isolation supported by
microkernel hypervisor 202. Microkernel hypervisor 202
can isolate processes in one partition from accessing an-
other partition’s resources. In particular, microkernel hy-
pervisor 202 can isolate kernel mode code of a guest
operating system from accessing another partition’s re-
sources as well as user mode processes. Each child par-
tition can be mapped to a set of hardware resources,
e.g., memory, devices, processor cycles, etc., that is un-
der control of the microkernel hypervisor 202. In embod-
iments, microkernel hypervisor 202 can be a stand-alone
software product, a part of an operating system, embed-
ded within firmware of the motherboard, specialized in-
tegrated circuits, or a combination thereof.
[0018] Microkernel hypervisor 202 can enforce parti-
tioning by restricting a guest operating system’s view of
the memory in a physical computer system. When mi-
crokernel hypervisor 202 instantiates a virtual machine,
it can allocate pages, e.g., fixed length blocks of memory
with starting and ending addresses, of system physical
memory (SPM) to the virtual machine as guest physical
memory (GPM). Here, the guest’s restricted view of sys-
tem memory is controlled by microkernel hypervisor 202.
The term guest physical memory is a shorthand way of
describing a page of memory from the viewpoint of a
virtual machine and the term system physical memory is
shorthand way of describing a page of memory from the
viewpoint of the physical system. Thus, a page of memory
allocated to a virtual machine will have a guest physical
address (the address used by the virtual machine) and
a system physical address (the actual address of the
page).
[0019] A guest operating system may virtualize guest
physical memory. Virtual memory is a management tech-
nique that allows an operating system to over commit
memory and to give an application sole access to a log-
ically contiguous working memory. In a virtualized envi-
ronment, a guest operating system can use one or more
page tables, called guest page tables in this context, to

translate virtual addresses, known as virtual guest ad-
dresses into guest physical addresses. In this example,
a memory address may have a guest virtual address, a
guest physical address, and a system physical address.
[0020] In the depicted example, parent partition com-
ponent, which can also be also thought of as similar to
domain 0 of Xen’s open source hypervisor can include a
host environment 204. Host environment 204 can be an
operating system (or a set of configuration utilities) and
host environment 204 can be configured to provide re-
sources to guest operating systems executing in the child
partitions 1-N by using virtualization service providers
228 (VSPs). VSPs 228, which are typically referred to as
back-end drivers in the open source community, can be
used to multiplex the interfaces to the hardware resourc-
es by way of virtualization service clients (VSCs) (typi-
cally referred to as front-end drivers in the open source
community or paravirtualized devices). As shown by the
figures, virtualization service clients execute within the
context of guest operating systems. However, these driv-
ers are different than the rest of the drivers in the guest
in they communicate with host environment 204 via VSPs
instead of communicating with hardware or emulated
hardware. In an exemplary embodiment the path used
by virtualization service providers 228 to communicate
with virtualization service clients 216 and 218 can be
thought of as the enlightened IO path.
[0021] As shown by the figure, emulators 234, e.g.,
virtualized IDE devices, virtualized video adaptors, virtu-
alized NICs, etc., can be configured to run within host
environment 204 and are attached to emulated hardware
resources, e.g., IO ports, guest physical address ranges,
virtual VRAM, emulated ROM ranges, etc. available to
guest operating systems 220 and 222. For example,
when a guest OS touches a guest virtual address mapped
to a guest physical address where a register of a device
would be for a memory mapped device, microkernel hy-
pervisor 202 can intercept the request and pass the val-
ues the guest attempted to write to an associated emu-
lator. Here, the emulated hardware resources in this ex-
ample can be thought of as where a virtual device is lo-
cated in guest physical address space. The use of em-
ulators in this way can be considered the emulation path.
The emulation path is inefficient compared to the enlight-
ened IO path because it requires more CPU time to em-
ulate devices than it does to pass messages between
VSPs and VSCs. For example, several actions on mem-
ory mapped to registers are required in order to write a
buffer to disk via the emulation path, while this may be
reduced to a single message passed from a VSC to a
VSP in the enlightened IO path, in that the drivers in the
VM are designed to access IO services provided by the
virtualization system rather than designed to access
hardware.
[0022] Each child partition can include one or more vir-
tual processors (230 and 232) that guest operating sys-
tems (220 and 222) can manage and schedule threads
to execute thereon. Generally, the virtual processors are
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executable instructions and associated state information
that provide a representation of a physical processor with
a specific architecture. For example, one virtual machine
may have a virtual processor having characteristics of
an Intel x86 processor, whereas another virtual proces-
sor may have the characteristics of a PowerPC proces-
sor. The virtual processors in this example can be
mapped to processors of the computer system such that
the instructions that effectuate the virtual processors will
be directly executed by physical processors. Thus, in an
embodiment including multiple processors, virtual proc-
essors can be simultaneously executed by processors
while, for example, other processor execute hypervisor
instructions. The combination of virtual processors and
memory in a partition can be considered a virtual ma-
chine.
[0023] Guest operating systems (220 and 222) can be
any operating system such as, for example, operating
systems from Microsoft®, Apple®, the open source com-
munity, etc. The guest operating systems can include
user/kernel modes of operation and can have kernels
that can include schedulers, memory managers, etc.
Generally speaking, kernel mode can include an execu-
tion mode in a processor that grants access to at least
privileged processor instructions. Each guest operating
system can have associated file systems that can have
applications stored thereon such as terminal servers, e-
commerce servers, email servers, etc., and the guest
operating systems themselves. The guest operating sys-
tems can schedule threads to execute on the virtual proc-
essors and instances of such applications can be effec-
tuated.
[0024] Referring now to FIG. 3, it illustrates an alter-
native virtualization platform to that described above in
FIG. 2. FIG. 3 depicts similar components to those of
FIG. 2; however, in this example embodiment hypervisor
302 can include a microkernel component and compo-
nents similar to those in host environment 204 of FIG. 2
such as the virtualization service providers 228 and de-
vice drivers 224, while management operating system
304 may contain, for example, configuration utilities used
to configure hypervisor 302. In this architecture, hyper-
visor 302 can perform the same or similar functions as
microkernel hypervisor 202 of FIG. 2; however, in this
architecture hypervisor 304 effectuates the enlightened
IO path and includes the drivers for the physical hardware
of the computer system. Hypervisor 302 of FIG. 3 can be
a stand alone software product, a part of an operating
system, embedded within firmware of the motherboard
or a portion of hypervisor 302 can be effectuated by spe-
cialized integrated circuits.
[0025] Turning now to FIG. 4, it describes computer
system 400, which illustrates a high-level block diagram
of components that can be used to effect the techniques
described in this document. Briefly, computer system 400
can include components similar to those described above
with respect to FIG. 1 through 3. FIG. 4 shows virtuali-
zation system 420, which can be thought of as a high-

level representation of the virtualization platform illustrat-
ed by FIG. 2 or FIG. 3. For example, virtualization system
420 can be though of as a high-level representation of
the combination of features provided by hypervisor mi-
crokernel 202 and host 204. Alternatively, virtualization
system 420 can be thought of as a high-level represen-
tation of hypervisor 302 and management OS 304. Thus,
use of the term "virtualization system 420" throughout
this document signals that the virtual disk techniques de-
scribed in the following paragraphs can be implemented
within any type of virtualization software layer or in any
type of virtualization platform.
[0026] Virtual disk parser 404, which can be executa-
ble instructions in a specific example embodiment, can
be used to instantiate virtual disks from virtual disk files
and handle storage IO on behalf of a virtual machine. As
shown by the figure, virtual disk parser 404 can open one
or more virtual disk files such as virtual disk file(s) 406
and generate virtual disk 402.
[0027] Virtual disk parser 404 can obtain virtual disk
file(s) 406 from storage device 106 via virtualization sys-
tem file system 408. Briefly, virtualization system file sys-
tem 408 represents executable instructions that organize
computer files and data of virtualization system 420, such
as virtual disk file(s) 406. Virtualization system file system
408 can store this data in an array of fixed-size physical
extents, i.e., contiguous areas of storage on a physical
storage device. In a specific example, an extent can be
a cluster, which is a sequence of bytes of bits having a
set length. Exemplary cluster sizes are typically a power
of 2 between 512 bytes and 64 kilobytes. In a specific
configuration, a cluster size can be 4 kilobytes.
[0028] When a request to open virtual disk file 406 is
received, virtualization system file system 408 deter-
mines where the file is located on disk and issues an IO
job to the disk device driver to read the data from one or
more physical extents of the disk. The IO job issued by
file system 408 determines a disk offset and length that
describes the location of the persistent copy of virtual
disk file 406 on storage device 106 and issues the IO job
to storage device 106. Due to the semantics of how stor-
age devices operate, a write IO job can be buffered in
one or more levels of caches of volatile memory, repre-
sented by cache 454, until the circuitry of storage device
106 determines to access the location on the persistent
storage unit 460, e.g., a platter, a flash memory cell, etc.,
and write the buffered bit pattern indicative of the new
contents of the persistent copy of the virtual disk file(s)
406 to persistent storage unit 460.
[0029] Virtual disk parser 404 can obtain the bit pattern
indicative of virtual disk file(s) 406 and expose the pay-
load, e.g., user data, in the virtual disk file(s) 406 as a
disk including a plurality of virtual disk extents. In an em-
bodiment, these virtual disk extents can be a fixed-size
block 512 kilobytes up to 64 megabytes in size and par-
titioned into a plurality of sectors; however, in another
embodiment the virtual disk extents could be variable-
sized extents. In an exemplary configuration, prior to
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booting guest operating system 412, resources related
to an emulated or enlightened storage controller and em-
ulated or enlightened aspects of a virtual disk are setup
such that an emulated storage controller with memory
mapped registers is effected within guest physical ad-
dress space of the virtual machine 410. Boot code can
run and boot guest operating system 412. Virtualization
system 420 can detect an attempt to access this region
of guest physical address space and return a result that
causes guest operating system 412 to determine that a
storage device is attached to the emulated storage con-
troller. In response, guest operating system 412 can load
a driver (either a paravirtualization driver or a regular driv-
er) and use the driver to issue storage IO requests to the
detected storage device. Virtualization system 420 can
route the storage IO requests to virtual disk parser 404.
[0030] After guest operating system 412 is running it
can issue IO jobs to virtual disk 402 via file system 414,
which is similar to virtualization system file system 414
in that it organizes computer files and data of guest op-
erating system 412 and applications installed on guest
operating system 412. Guest operating system 412 can
interact with virtual disk 402 in a way that is similar to
how an operating system interacts with a physical stor-
age device and eventually the IO jobs are routed to virtual
disk parser 404. Virtual disk parser 404 can include logic
for determining how to respond to the IO jobs in a way
that emulates a physical storage device. For example,
virtual disk parser 404 can read data from virtual disk
file(s) 406 and write data to virtual disk file(s) 406. The
data written to virtual disk file(s) 406 in turn is routed
through virtualization system file system 408 and com-
mitted to a persistent copy of virtual disk file(s) 406 stored
on or in persistent storage unit 460.
[0031] Referring briefly to FIG. 5A, it illustrates an al-
ternative architecture for implementing techniques de-
scribed in this document. As shown by FIG. 5, virtual disk
parser 404 can also be implemented in an operating sys-
tem 502 such as an operating system offered by Micro-
soft®. In this example, virtual disk parser 404 can be
configured to run on storage server 500, which could in-
clude components similar to computer system 100 of
FIG. 1. In this example, storage server 500 could include
an array of physical storage devices 510 and can be con-
figured to make storage available to servers such that
the storage appears as locally attached to operating sys-
tem 508. Virtual disk parser 404 can operate the same
as it was described with respect to FIG. 4; the difference
being in this configuration read/write IO jobs issued by
file system 414 can be routed over a network connection
to virtual disk parser 404.
[0032] Referring briefly to FIG. 5B, it illustrates yet an-
other architecture for implementing techniques de-
scribed in this document. FIG. 5B is similar to FIG. 5A in
that virtual disk parser 404 is implemented in operating
system 502 and computer system 512 could include com-
ponents similar to computer system 100 of FIG. 1. The
difference in this example; however, is that the figure

illustrates a loopback-attached virtual disk 402. File sys-
tem 414, including applications such as application 424
can be stored in virtual disk 402 and virtual disk file(s)
406 can be stored in computer system file system 514.
[0033] Turning to FIG. 6, it illustrates a virtual disk de-
scribed at least in party by virtual disk file 406. As shown
by the figure, virtual disk 402 can include N extents of
storage (where N is an integer greater than 0) and in this
specific example virtual disk 402 includes 10 extents. Vir-
tual disk 402 is illustrated as including the bit patterns for
different files and data for guest operating system 412,
which are differentiated by the different patterns within
the virtual disk extents.
[0034] Since virtual disk 402 is not a physical storage
device, the underlying payload data for the virtual disk
extents can be "described by," i.e., stored in, different
sections within virtual disk file 406. For example, virtual
disk block 1 is described by a portion that defined by a
virtual disk file offset value 0 or the first offset that can
be used to store payload data. Allocation table 416, which
can be stored in random access memory while computer
system 400 is in operation, can be persisted in virtual
disk file 406 in any section and can span multiple sec-
tions. Briefly, allocation table 416 can include information
that links virtual disk extents to sections of virtual disk file
406. For example, allocation table 416 can store virtual
disk block numbers and information that defines the vir-
tual disk file byte offsets that define the section of virtual
disk file 406 that stores the data. The arrows signify the
relationships stored in allocation table 416.
[0035] A problem exists in that when a change to allo-
cation table 416 or other metadata is made to a virtual
disk file there is no guarantee that the change will be
persisted by persistent storage unit 460 until cache 454
is flushed. If the virtual disk file is not properly closed
before a metadata update is persisted, such as when
power is lost unexpectedly, all the metadata entries
stored in a sector of persistent storage unit 460 could be
corrupted and, especially if the metadata is for allocation
table 416, the information linking multiple virtual disk ex-
tents to virtual disk file 406 could be lost. As such, loss
of a single sector could cause many virtual disk extents
to become unusable.
[0036] In exemplary embodiments, log 420 can be
used to reduce the chance that corruption of a section of
the virtual disk file metadata corrupts multiple sections
of virtual disk 402. As such, virtual disk parser 404 can
generate log entries that include bit patterns indicative
of a change made to metadata of virtual disk file 402 and
log them within log 420. In the instance that the virtual
disk file is not closed properly, when virtual disk parser
404 is restarted log 420 can be used to replay changes
to the metadata.
[0037] As shown by the figure, log 420 can be built as
an ordered sequence of log entries (log entries 1-6 in the
illustrated example). Each log entry can include a se-
quence number that identifies whether it is the first, sec-
ond, third, etc., log entry. In addition, the random access
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memory used to store log 420 during runtime can be used
as a circular buffer by virtual disk parser 404. Thus, when
log 420 is full, virtual disk parser 404 can begin overwrit-
ing older log entries at the beginning of log 420. Since
earlier entries can be overwritten and virtual disk parser
404 sequentially orders them, virtual disk parser 404
could overwrite log entry 1 with log entry 7, overwrite log
entry 2 with log entry 8 and so on and so forth.
[0038] In an exemplary embodiment, virtual disk pars-
er 404 can be configured to apply log entries to virtual
disk file 406 in response to a flush. Briefly, a flush is a
request that directs a storage device to write the contents
of its internal caches to persistent storage. Since storage
devices do not signal when a bit pattern described by an
IO job is persisted, there is no guarantee that an IO job
is stored to persistent storage device 460 unless a flush
is issued. In an exemplary configuration, a side effect of
the way virtual disk parser 404 generates logs and up-
dates virtual disk file 406 is that the act of writing a log
entry describing a change to the metadata can be equiv-
alent to writing the change to virtual disk file 406. Because
of this, the changes can be applied to virtual disk file 406
in batches to reduce the impact on performance caused
by applying individual changes to virtual disk file 406.
Thus, in this exemplary embodiment changes to virtual
disk file 406 can be delayed and written together in re-
sponse to, for example, a flush. In a specific example,
where the metadata is stored in allocation table 416, vir-
tual disk parser 404 can be configured to write log entries
to log 420 and update the in-memory copy of allocation
table 416; determine that a flush occurred; and update
virtual disk file 406. The update to virtual disk file 406 in
turn causes IO jobs indicative of the changes described
by the log entries that were just flushed to be sent to
storage device 106 so that they can be applied to a per-
sistent copy of virtual disk file stored in persistent storage
unit 460.
[0039] In an exemplary embodiment, virtual disk pars-
er 404 can overwrite log entries with new log entries when
the log entries has been successfully stored by persistent
storage unit 460. As stated above, since IO jobs issued
to storage device 106 may be stored in one or more levels
of volatile memory, e.g., cache 454, and since some stor-
age devices do not report when IO jobs are completed,
in an exemplary configuration virtual disk parser 404 can
be configured to overwrite log entries that have been
flushed to persistent storage unit 460.
[0040] Turning to FIG. 7, it illustrates different log entry
formats. In an exemplary embodiment, virtual disk parser
404 can be configured to write log entries that are similar
to log entry 702, 704, 706, and/or 708. However, the dis-
closure is not limited to using log entries that have a struc-
ture similar to any of the log entries depicted by FIG. 7.
As shown by FIG. 7, each log entry can include a header.
The header can include a sequence number of the log
entry, e.g., log number 1 to M (where M is an integer
greater than 1), a unique identifier that identifies that the
log entry is part of the current run, i.e., information that

indicates that the log is for this runtime instance as op-
posed to a pervious time virtual disk 402 was instantiated,
and an identifier for "tail," i.e., the oldest log entry in the
log that has not been flushed, which is described in more
detail in the following paragraphs. In addition, in an op-
tional embodiment, virtual disk parser 404 can write end
of file (EOF) information, e.g., the virtual disk file byte
offset indicative of the end of virtual disk file 406, to each
log entry. The EOF information can be used to repair the
length of virtual disk file 406 in the event where the EOF
of virtual disk file 406 does not match the EOF identified
by log 420.
[0041] As shown by FIG. 7, some log entries include
a header and a descriptor. The descriptor section can
include a reference to a virtual disk file offset for where
in virtual disk file 406 the payload, i.e., a bit pattern, should
be written. In an exemplary embodiment, the payload
can include a sector’s worth of data. For example, if stor-
age device 106 use 4kb sized sectors, the payload in
each log entry can be a 4kb update, i.e., bit pattern, for
virtual disk file 406. Log entry 702 and 706 illustrate that
the payload of a log entry can be different depending on
the sector size of the underlying storage device, e.g.,
storage device 106. For example, log entry 702 may de-
scribe a 4k update whereas log entry 706 may describe
an 8k update.
[0042] Log entry 704, on the other hand, includes mul-
tiple descriptors and multiple payload bit patterns. Log
entry 704 illustrates that exemplary log entries can de-
scribe updates to multiple sectors. Virtual disk parser 404
may be configured to create such a log entry when the
updates are required to be committed at the same time.
A specific example of such an update is one where virtual
disk parser 404 data is moved from one virtual disk block
to another and virtual disk parser 404 changes the infor-
mation linking the virtual disk extents to virtual disk file
406 rather than copying the payload in a section of the
virtual disk file to another section.
[0043] Log entry 708 illustrates that in an exemplary
embodiment a log entry may not include a payload; rath-
er, the descriptor may include a virtual disk file offset and
an identifier that indicates that the payload for the sector
is all zeros, all ones, etc. For example, virtual disk parser
404 may determine to modify a portion of virtual disk file
to include all zeros, e.g., to extend the end-of-file. In this
instance, virtual disk parser 404 can generate a log entry
that includes an identifier that can be a substitute for the
payload. This way the log entry will take less space within
log 420.
[0044] A log entry can also be similar to log entry 710.
This type of log entry can be used to update the tail po-
sition, which is described in more detail in the following
paragraphs. Briefly, in the instance where log 420 is full
or close to being full and log entries cannot be overwrit-
ten, i.e., the log entries have not been flushed to persist-
ent storage unit 460, a log entry similar to log entry 710
can be used to advance the tail. In a specific example of
how this could work, virtual disk parser 404 can determine
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that log 420 is full or is close to being full by determining
how much free space is available within log 420 and com-
paring the value to a threshold. After determining that log
420 is full or is close to being full, virtual disk parser 404
can determine that an earlier entry cannot be overwritten
by determining that the entry has not been flushed. Virtual
disk parser 404 can then issue a flush to virtualization
system file system 408 or storage server file system 504.
After completion of the flush, virtual disk parser 404 can
generate a log entry that is similar to log entry 710 and
write information within it that indicates that a flush oc-
curred and that this entry is the new tail (this aspect is
described in more detail in conjunction with the descrip-
tion of FIG. 8).
[0045] In addition to the foregoing, data can be stored
in the log entries in a certain way in order to signal to
virtual disk parser 404 that a sequence of bytes within
log 420 is a single, valid, log entry. For example, the
header can include a checksum or other data that can
be used to validate a log entry and a unique identifier to
identify it as the header. The descriptor can also be as-
signed a unique identifier that identifies it as associated
with the header and a copy of the descriptor’s unique
identifier can be placed within, for example, the first byte
of the payload section and the first byte of the payload
can be stored in the descriptor. Thus, the actual payload
can be a combination of the payload in the payload sec-
tion, minus the first byte, plus a byte stored in the de-
scriptor.
[0046] In the invention, log 420 can be used as both a
log and a checkpoint record. Virtual disk parser 404 can
add an identifier of the "tail," which is an identifier asso-
ciated with the oldest log entry stored in the log that has
not been flushed, to each log entry generated. The iden-
tifiers can be used after a crash by virtual disk parser 404
to determine what log entries have been applied to the
on-disk copy of virtual disk file 406 and what log entries
should be replayed.
[0047] Turning now to FIG. 8 it describes how virtual
disk parser 404 can write to log 420 over time. In this
specific example, log 420 is shown at eight points of time
(420-A through 420-H). Prior to the time period illustrated
by log 420-A, virtual disk parser 404 can open virtual disk
file 406 and virtual disk 402 can be instantiated. In a spe-
cific example, virtual disk 402 can be instantiated within
virtual machine 410, i.e., computer system 400 can be
configured to route IO jobs from virtual machine 410 to
virtual disk parser 404 and emulate the presence of a
storage device within virtual machine 410. In another
configuration, operating system 508 can boot of virtual
disk 402 and begin to run on client computer system 506.
[0048] Suppose that an IO job that results in a change
to metadata of virtual disk file 406 is issued. This in turn
causes virtual disk parser 404 to write a bit pattern indic-
ative of a change to the metadata in virtual disk file 406.
In this case, virtual disk parser 404 can generate a bit
pattern for a sector-sized portion of virtual disk file that
the change is to be applied to and generate log entry 1.

As an aside, a reason for why a sector-sized update is
used is because a sector may be the amount of data that
storage device 106 may commit to persistent storage unit
460 in a single transaction. Thus, even if the metadata
change is a few bytes of a in size, the bit pattern repre-
senting the change can include the update and the re-
mainder of the data already stored in virtual disk file 406.
Returning to the example, virtual disk parser 404 can
determine the identity of the tail (the oldest log entry that
has not been committed to storage device 106 since the
last flush) by checking a memory pointer that identifies
the tail. In this example, the tail has been initialized to
the beginning of log 420. Consequently, virtual disk pars-
er 404 can add an identifier the initialization point within
log entry 1 (which is illustrated by the curved arrow point-
ing from the middle of log entry 1 to its beginning); write
log entry 1 to log 420; and issue an IO job indicative of
the change to log 420 to storage device 106 to update
the on-disk copy of log 420. In an example embodiment,
the identifier could be the sequence number of log entry
1, it could be the byte offset within log 420 that is indicative
of the first sector of log entry 1, etc. In addition, if the
update was to allocation table 416, virtual disk parser
404 can update an in-memory copy of allocation table
416 to include the change.
[0049] Continuing with the description of FIG. 8 and
turning to log 420-B, suppose virtual disk parser 404 re-
ceives another IO job that results in a change to metadata
stored in virtual disk file 406. For example, suppose a
change to allocation table 416 is made to link a virtual
disk block to a section of virtual disk file 406. In response,
virtual disk parser 404 can generate log entry 2 that in-
cludes a payload including a bit pattern for virtual disk
file 406 that is indicative of the information that links the
virtual disk block to the section of the virtual disk file 406
as well as data from the sector that is already on disk,
and virtual disk parser 404 can determine that the identity
of the oldest unflushed log entry is at the beginning of
log 420, also known as log entry 1. For example, virtual
disk parser 404 can check a memory pointer that points
to the beginning of the oldest unflushed log entry; add
an identifier to log entry 2; write log entry 2 to log 420;
and issue an IO job to update the on-disk copy of log
420. Both entry 1 and 2 in this example are checkpoint
records because they both explicitly identify the oldest
unflushed log entry.
[0050] Turning to log 420-C, suppose now that a com-
mand to initiate a flush operation is processed. For ex-
ample, suppose virtual disk parser 404 determines to is-
sue a flush command to storage device 106 based on
the expiration of a timer, or because a predetermined
amount of space used to store unflushed log entries is
exceed. Alternatively, suppose a flush is issued by file
system 414 of virtual machine 410. Regardless of what
process initiated the flush, virtual disk parser 404 be con-
figured to use the initiation of a flush procedure to persist
log entries and update the on-disk copy of virtual disk file
406. For example, in response to processing command
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to initiate a flush, virtual disk parser 404 can issue a flush
that causes storage device 106 to write the contents
cache 454 to persistent storage unit 460. This in turn
ensures that the IO jobs indicative of log entry 1 and log
entry 2 are persisted. Virtual disk parser 404 can update
a pointer in memory to the location indicative of the first
virtual disk file offset for where the next log entry will be
written, i.e., log entry 3.
[0051] Turning now to log 420-D, another update can
be made to virtual disk file metadata that results in a
change to virtual disk file 406. Similar to the operational
procedure described above, virtual disk parser 404 can
generate log entry 3 and virtual disk parser 404 can de-
termine the identity of the oldest log entry that is both
uncommitted, i.e., has not been committed to storage
device 106 during a flush operation, and unapplied, i.e.,
has not been applied to virtual disk file 406. For example,
virtual disk parser 404 can check the memory pointer that
points to the file offset indicative of the end of log entry
2 and add an identifier for log entry 3 to log entry 3, e.g.,
within the header of log entry 3. The fact that the memory
pointer has moved passed both entry 1 and 2 in this ex-
ample indicates that both log entry 1 and 2 have been
committed to disk. Virtual disk parser 404 can then write
log entry 3 to log 420 in RAM 104 and issue an IO job
indicative of log entry 3 to storage device 106.
[0052] Turning to log 420-E, suppose now that another
command to initiate a flush operation is processed. In
response to processing a request to issue a flush, virtual
disk parser 404 can issue the flush and cause storage
device 106 to write the contents of cache 460 to disk.
After storage device 106 sends an acknowledgment in-
dicating that the flush was completed, virtual disk parser
404 can update the tail pointer to point to the file offset
indicative of the virtual disk file byte offset for the next
log entry, i.e., log entry 4.
[0053] Turning now to log 420-F, another update can
be made to virtual disk file metadata that results in a
change to virtual disk file 406. Similar to the operational
procedure described above, virtual disk parser 404 can
generate log entry 4 and virtual disk parser 404 can de-
termine the identity of the oldest log entry that has not
been flushed, e.g., log entry 4 in this example; add an
identifier for log entry 4 to log entry 4 and write log entry
4 to log 420.
[0054] Suppose that the size of log 420 is limited and
is being treaded in a circular manner. Log 420-G shows
that virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to overwrite
older flushed entries with new entries. In this example,
virtual disk parser 404 is shown to have received a
change to metadata that is larger than the pervious
changes. For example, suppose log entry 5 is includes
two payloads. Virtual disk parser 404 can determine that
there is not enough space to write log entry 5. In response
to this determination, virtual disk parser 404 can deter-
mine whether there are flushed log entries in log 420 by
checking the tail pointer and determining that there is
space in the log 420 before the tail pointer virtual disk file

offset value. Virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to
then generate log entry 5 and determine that the oldest
unflushed log entry is log entry 4 and add an identifier
for log entry 4 to log entry 5 before writing log entry 5 to
log 420. As is shown by the figure, in this case the iden-
tifier points to a log entry that looks as if it was written to
log 420 after log entry 5. However, and described in more
detail in conjunction with the description of FIG. 9, virtual
disk parser 404 can determine that log entry 5 was in fact
written after log entry 4.
[0055] When the head pointer reaches the tail pointer
a situation is created where there are no flushed log en-
tries, thus, virtual disk parser 404 cannot overwrite any-
more entries. In this situation, virtual disk parser 404 can
be configured to create space within log 420 by writing
log entries that are used to update the tail. As shown by
log entry 420-H, virtual disk parser 404 may issue a flush;
issue IO jobs indicative of changes described by the
flushed log entries (log entries 4 and 5 in this example)
to storage device 106 to update the on-disk copy of virtual
disk file 406; generate log entry 6, which may look similar
to log entry 610 of FIG. 6 in that it includes a header; add
an identifier for log entry 6 to log entry 6; and write the
log entry to log 420. Consequently, virtual disk parser
404 may now use the space previously storing the re-
mainder of log entry 3, 5, and 5 to store subsequent log
entries.
[0056] Turning now to FIG. 9, after a log entry is created
virtual disk file 406 may be improperly shut dude due to
a power failure or a crash. When virtual disk parser 404
reopens virtual disk file 406, persisted log 902 or 906
may be encountered. Exemplary persisted log 902 or 906
may not have been generated from the exemplary high-
level overview of FIG. 8 and persisted log 902 and 906
are part of a different example. Virtual disk parser 404
can be configured to scan these entries; determine what
log entries have been applied to virtual disk file 406 and
what log entries can be replayed based on the tail point-
ers stored in the persisted log entries.
[0057] Log 902 is illustrated as including 6 valid log
entries and one entry that includes corrupt data, i.e., log
entry 4. After detecting log 902, virtual disk parser 404
can be configured to scan log 420 to locate the newest
valid log entry and apply the sequence, i.e., zero or more
ordered log entries that the newest valid log entry is a
part of. Briefly, virtual disk parser 404 can determine the
sequence that the newest valid log entry belongs to by
selecting a group of log entries where each log entry in-
cludes an identifier of the tail, other than the log entry
identified as the tail, which can include an identifier to
itself or some other log entry.
[0058] Referring to log 902 in conjunction with table
904, virtual disk parser 404 can walk log 902 and populate
table 906. After table 906 is selected, virtual disk parser
404 can select the sequence that includes the newest
valid log entry. For example, virtual disk parser 404 can
be initialized so that the sequence is set to 0 and a dis-
continuity is set to the beginning of log 902. Briefly, a
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discontinuity is a spot within virtual disk file where the
data does not represent a valid log entry. For example,
the data at a discontinuity could be an entry from a dif-
ferent runtime, part of an entry, random data, etc. Virtual
disk parser 404 can track the most recent discontinuity
point and use its location to determine whether a given
sequence includes all valid entries.
[0059] Virtual disk parser 404 can read log entry 1 and
determine whether it is a valid log entry. For example,
virtual disk parser 404 can check information in the head-
er, descriptor, and/or its payload and determine whether
it conforms to a format that is indicative of a valid log
entry. Once a determination is made that log entry 1 is
valid, virtual disk parser 404 can read information stored
therein and determine what the tail pointer was when log
entry 1 was committed. In this example, log entry 1 points
to itself. Consequently, virtual disk parser 404 can store
information that indicates that a sequence of events that
includes the newest valid log entry starts at log entry 1
and includes log entry 1. Since the discontinuity was in-
itialized to 0 and log entry 1 is valid, virtual disk parser
404 can keep the discontinuity offset equal to 0.
[0060] Virtual disk parser 404 can then scan log entry
2 and determine that it is valid and points to log entry 1.
In response to this determination, virtual disk parser 404
can determine a sequence that includes the most recent
valid log entry to be 1 through 2 and store this information
in table 904. In this example, since virtual disk parser 404
has started scanning at the beginning the "newest" log
entry thus far is log entry 2. Virtual disk parser 404 can
read log entry 3 and determine that it is valid and that it
indicates that the tail is located at the file offset indicative
of log entry 2. In this example, virtual disk parser 404 can
determine that log entry 3 is the newest valid log entry
detected, based on its sequence number, a timestamp,
etc., and determine that the sequence begins at log entry
2 due to the presence of an identifier for log entry 2 being
present within log entry 3. As an aside, the presence of
log entry 3 pointing to log entry 2 (as opposed to 1) indi-
cates that a flush operation occurred sometime after log
entry 2 was generated but before log entry 3 was created.
Consequently, log entry 3 was created after log entry 1
had been committed to the on-disk copy of virtual disk
406.
[0061] Turning to the space that should include log en-
try 4, virtual disk parser 404 can scan this section of log
420 and determine that it does not describe a valid log
entry. For example, it includes a wrong session identifier,
an invalid checksum or is random data. In response to
this determination, virtual disk parser 404 can update the
discontinuity point to the file offset that represents the
first sector of log entry 5 and leave the sequence value
blank since this entry does not describe a valid sequence.
[0062] Similar to the preceding operations, virtual disk
parser 404 can scan log entry 5 and determine that it is
valid and points to log entry 2. In this example, virtual
disk parser 404 can be configured to determine that the
sequence begins at log entry 2 due to the present of an

identifier for log entry 2 within log entry 5. Since each log
entry in the sequence (2-5) is not a valid entry, virtual
disk parser 404 can exclude this sequence from consid-
eration. However, since log entry 5 is valid and is the
most recent entry, virtual disk parser 404 can store it a
candidate sequence for replay. One reason for excluding
a sequence with an invalid entry is because virtual disk
parser 404 can be configured to apply the payloads of
each log entry in the selected sequence and replaying a
sequence with bad data could cause the virtual disk file
406 to become unusable.
[0063] Continuing with explanation of the example, vir-
tual disk parser 404 can read log entry 6 and determine
that it is valid and points to log entry 5. In response to
this determination, virtual disk parser 404 can determine
that the newest log entry is log entry 6; that log entry 6
includes the identifier for log entry 5; and the sequence
5-6 does not include a discontinuity. In response to de-
termining this information, virtual disk parser 404 can up-
date the "sequence" value in table 904 to identify that a
sequence 5 through 6 is now the candidate sequence for
replay. After updating table 904, virtual disk parser 404
can read log entry 7 and determine that it is valid and
points to log entry 5. In response to this determination,
virtual disk parser 404 can determine that the newest log
entry is log entry 7; that log entry 7 includes the identifier
for log entry 5; and the sequence 5, 6, 7, does not include
a discontinuity. In response to determining this informa-
tion, virtual disk parser 404 can update the "sequence"
value in table 904 to identify that a sequence 5 through
7 is now the candidate sequence for replay.
[0064] Since log 7 is the last entry stored in persisted
log 902 and describes the most recent valid sequence,
virtual parser 404 can select the candidate sequence (in
this example log entries 5-7) and apply their payloads to
virtual disk file 406. In an exemplary embodiment, virtual
disk parser 404 can apply the changes by reading the
descriptor and payload of each log entry and writing the
payload to the file offset identified in the descriptor. For
example, if the descriptor includes a file offset of 4096
and the payload is 4kb, virtual disk parser 404 can write
the 4kb payload starting at file offset 4096.
[0065] Continuing with the description of FIG. 9, and
turning to persisted log 906 it illustrates an exemplary
persisted log 906 and the operations executed to popu-
late table 808 during a first and second pass of persisted
log 906. Similar to table 904, table 908 can be initialized
to start at 0. When virtual disk parser 404 scans log entry
12, it can determine that it is valid and that it includes an
identifier for the tail that points to log entry 9, an entry
that has not yet been encountered by virtual disk parser
404. Consequently, virtual disk parser 404 can determine
that the newest log entry is log entry 12; that log entry 12
includes the identifier for log entry 9; and that the se-
quence 9 to 12 includes a discontinuity, namely the log
entries indicative of log entry 10 and 11. In response to
determining this information, virtual disk parser 404 can
update the "sequence" value in table 904 to identify that
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a sequence 12 is by itself the candidate sequence for
replay.
[0066] The remainder of table 908 can be populated
as virtual disk parser 404 scans log entries of log 906
and when the end is reached virtual disk parser 404 can
be configured to rescan each entry again in order to ad-
just table 908 to account for the circular nature of log 906.
In this example, when log entry 12 is reread, virtual disk
parser 404 can determine that it is valid and that it in-
cludes an identifier for the tail that points to log entry 9
and that the sequence does not include a discontinuity.
As shown by the figure, virtual disk parser 404 can de-
termine that sequence 9 through 14 can be replayed be-
cause it includes the newest valid entry (14) and each
log entry in the sequence (9-14) is valid.
[0067] Turning now to FIG. 10, it illustrates a technique
for expanding the size of the log entries to account for a
change to the sector size used by the underlying storage
device. For example, virtual disk file 406 may be copied
to a new computer system that includes a storage device
with a larger sector size. If the underlying storage device
is changed and includes larger sector sizes, virtual disk
parser 404 can expand the payload stored by each log
entry to match the sector size. In this regard, log entries
can continue to be aligned with the underlying storage
device.
[0068] Generally, when virtual disk parser 404 opens
virtual disk file 406 and determines that the sector size
has expanded, virtual disk parser 404 can be configured
to generate a new log and convert the log entries stored
in the old log into expanded log entries. Once the expan-
sion process is completed virtual disk parser 404 can be
configured to determine whether any log entries need to
be replayed; replay the log entries; and then enter a runt-
ime operation mode and execute operations similar to
those described with respect to FIG. 7.
[0069] In an embodiment, the expansion process can
include determining the difference between the old sector
size and the new sector size and use this information to
create log entries that are equivalent to the old log entries.
For example, virtual disk parser 404 can divide the virtual
disk file by the new sector size and determine where each
new sector will begin. For the first entry in the new log,
virtual disk parser 404 can determine from the descriptor
where the old log entry will be located in the expanded
sector and create a payload writing the payload of the
entry to where it would be located within the new sector
and filling the remainder of the payload with data from
disk. For each subsequent log entry, virtual disk parser
404 can create an expanded entry including the payload
and determine whether a previously generated expand-
ed log entry describes a change to this sector. In the
example that it does, virtual disk parser 404 can copy the
payload from the previously generated expanded entry
or entries and copy any remainder from disk.
[0070] In a specific example, suppose that virtual ma-
chine 410 is migrated from a computer system that in-
cludes a storage device that uses 4kb sectors to a com-

puter system that uses 8kb sectors. In this specific ex-
ample, virtual disk parser 404 can determine that the sec-
tor size has increased by, for example, querying device
information for the new storage device and determine to
expand the sector size used by log 420. Virtual disk pars-
er can scan virtual disk file 406 for an unused section
and determine to use it for a new log. Virtual disk parser
404 can create expanded log 910 in the unused section
of virtual disk file 406 and begin expanding log entries
902 and 904. Virtual disk parser 404 can scan log entry
1002 and determine that it is located at file offset 16kb,
for example. Virtual disk parser 404 can determine that
16kb represents the first part of an 8kb aligned sector
(for example virtual disk parser 404 can divide 16kb by
8kb and determine that the answer is an integer, i.e., 2).
Virtual disk parser 404 can then create an expanded log
entry 1006 and copy the payload for log entry 1002 (A’)
into log entry 1006. Since log entries in expanded log
1010 are 8kb, a second portion of needs to be added to
log entry 1006 so that when expanded log 1010 is re-
played the data written to a copy of persisted virtual disk
file in memory will be correct. In order to take this concern
into account, virtual disk parser 404 can be configured
to scan log entries in expanded log 1010 for a payload
that updates file offset 20kb and determine that none
exist. In response to this determination, virtual disk parser
404 can read file offset 20kb in persisted virtual disk file
1000 and copy it into log entry 1006.
[0071] After log entry 1006 is created, virtual disk pars-
er 404 can read log entry 1004 and determine that it in-
cludes an update to virtual file offset 20kb. Virtual disk
parser 404 can determine that 20kb represents the sec-
ond part of an 8kb aligned sector; create expanded log
entry 1008; and copy the payload for log entry 1004 (B’)
into log entry 1008 into the second 4kb sized part of log
entry 1008. Virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to
scan log entries in expanded log 1010 for a payload that
updates file offset 20kb and determine that log entry 1006
modified offset 16kb. In response to this determination,
virtual disk parser 404 can copy A’ into the first part of
log entry 1008. Consequently, when these two log entries
are applied by virtual disk parser 404, virtual disk file will
include A’ and B’ at virtual disk offset 16kb. After each
log entry is expanded and applied to disk, virtual disk 402
can be used by virtual machine 410.
[0072] Turning to FIG. 11, it illustrates a technique for
contracting a log entry. The underlying rationale for con-
tracting log entries is the same as discussed above with
respect to FIG. 10 and similar operations can be used to
contract the log. In FIG. 11 suppose that virtual machine
410 is migrated from a computer system that includes a
storage device that uses 8kb sectors (or any other power
of two sized sectors) to a computer system that uses 4kb
sectors. Virtual disk parser 404 can open persisted virtual
disk file 1100 and determine that the sector size has
changed by comparing information in a header of one of
the log entries to information provided by the new storage
device. In response to the comparison, virtual disk parser
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404 can be configured to contract the sector size used
by log 420. Virtual disk parser 404 can scan virtual disk
file 406 for an unused section and determine to use it for
a new log. Virtual disk parser 404 can create contracted
log 1110 in the unused section of virtual disk file 406 and
begin scanning logs. Virtual disk parser 404 can scan log
entry 1102 and determine that it is located at file offset
16kb and that the first part represents a change to file
offset 16kb and implicitly the second part represents a
change to file offset 20kb. Virtual disk parser 404 can
then create contracted log entries 1104 and 1106 and
copy the first part of log entry 1102 to log entry 1104 and
the second part of log entry 1102 to log entry 1106. Con-
sequently, when these two log entries are applied by vir-
tual disk parser 404 virtual disk file 406 will include A’
and B at virtual disk file offset 16kb and virtual disk file
20kb respectively. After each log entry is contracted and
applied to a copy of virtual disk file in RAM (virtual disk
file 406), virtual disk 402 can be used by virtual machine
410.
[0073] The following are a series of flowcharts depict-
ing operational procedures. For ease of understanding,
the flowcharts are organized such that the initial flow-
charts present implementations via an overall "big pic-
ture" viewpoint and subsequent flowcharts provide fur-
ther additions and/or details that are illustrated in dashed
lines. Furthermore, one of skill in the art can appreciate
that the operational procedure depicted by dashed lines
are considered optional.
[0074] Turning now to FIG. 12, it illustrates an opera-
tional procedure including operations 1200, 1202, 1204,
1206, and 1208. Operation 1200 begins the operational
procedure and operation 1202 shows that a computer
system can include circuitry configured to instantiate a
log for a virtual disk file in random access memory, the
log including ordered log entries. For example, and re-
ferring briefly to FIG. 4, computer system 400 can include
virtual disk parser 404, which can instantiate log 420 in
random access memory from virtual disk file 406. Turning
to FIG. 6, virtual disk parser 404 can open virtual disk file
406 into random access memory and detect log 420
stored therein. Virtual disk parser 404 can then copy log
420 into random access memory 104. As shown by FIG.
6, the log entries stored in log 420 can be ordered, e.g.,
each entry can include a sequence number or some other
identifier such as a timestamp that indicates an order in
which the log entries were written.
[0075] Continuing with the description of FIG. 12, op-
eration 1204 shows that the computer system can include
circuitry configured to identify a log entry in the log, the
log entry being the oldest log entry in the log that was
generated after a request to commit cached input/output
jobs to a storage device was issued. Virtual disk parser
404 can execute on processor 102 and read a pointer
that indicates the position of the tail. In this example, the
tail can point to the virtual disk file offset indicative of the
beginning of a log entry that has not been flushed to stor-
age disk 106. Put another way, the tail can point to the

oldest log entry that is unflushed. Turning to FIG. 8, sup-
pose that log 420 is in a state similar to log 420-B. In this
example, virtual disk parser 404 can determine that the
tail is at the beginning of log 420-A, e.g., virtual disk file
offset 0 or the first offset for log entry 1.
[0076] Turning back to FIG. 12, operation 1206 shows
that the computer system can include circuitry for adding
an identifier for the identified log entry to a newly gener-
ated log entry. For example, virtual disk parser 404 can
add an identifier, e.g., the virtual disk file offset indicative
of the first byte in log 420 used to store log entry 1, the
sequence number of the identified log entry, etc., to a
newly generated log entry. In a specific example, and
turning to FIG. 8, suppose log 420 is in the state illustrated
by log 420-A, in this example virtual disk parser 404 can
generate log entry 2 and add an identifier for log entry 1
to the header of log entry 2.
[0077] Continuing with the description of FIG. 12, op-
eration 1208 shows that computer system 400 can in-
clude circuitry for writing the newly generated log entry
to the log. Virtual disk parser 404 can write the newly
generated log entry to log 420. In response to writing the
log entry, one or more input/output jobs can be issued to
storage device 106 that describe the log entry. The one
or more IO jobs can be processed and stored in various
caches of storage device 106 until they are eventually
committed to persistent storage unit 460, e.g., a disc plat-
ter, one or more cells of Flash memory, etc. When the
newly generated log entry is committed by storage device
106 acts as both a checkpoint record (indicating that
event logs before the tail have been committed to storage
device 106 and applied to virtual disk file 406) and as a
log entry.
[0078] Turning now to FIG. 13, it illustrates additional
operations that can be executed in conjunction with those
illustrated by FIG. 12. Operation 1310 illustrates that in
an embodiment the computer system can include circuit-
ry for writing the newly generated log entry to the log, the
newly generated log entry including a bit pattern having
a size at least as large as a size of a sector of the storage
device. For example, and turning to FIG. 7, in this exam-
ple the log entry can include a payload, e.g., a bit pattern,
that is the same size as a sector of persistent storage
unit 460. In a specific example, the log entry could be
similar to log entry 702, 704, or 706. In the instance that
this log entry is replayed, virtual disk parser 404 can write
the contents of the payload to the virtual disk file offset
in virtual disk file 406 identified by log 420.
[0079] Continuing with the description of FIG. 13, op-
eration 1312 indicates that the computer system can also
include circuitry for writing the newly generated log entry
to the log, the newly generated log entry including an
indicator, the indicator identifying that a bit pattern for the
log entry is all zeros. For example, virtual disk parser 404
can determine to generate a log entry that includes a
payload of all zeros. In this example, rather than creating
such a log entry, virtual disk parser 404 can generate a
log entry that includes an identifier in the descriptor that
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indicates that the payload is all zeros. This type of log
entry can be used to reduce the amount of space that
the log entry takes in log 420. In a specific example, the
log entry may be similar to log entry 708 of FIG. 7.
[0080] As shown by operation 1314, the computer sys-
tem can additionally include circuitry for writing the newly
generated log entry to the log, the newly generated log
entry including a first sector-sized bit pattern and a sec-
ond sector-sized bit pattern. For example, virtual disk
parser 404 can receive a request to make two changes
to virtual disk file metadata, e.g., two changes to alloca-
tion table 416, that are dependent upon each other. Vir-
tual disk parser 404 can be configured to determine that
the changes are dependent upon each other when mul-
tiple sectors need to be changed in order to capture a
single modification to virtual disk file metadata or when
discrete changes are transactionally dependent upon
each other and generate a single log entry that includes
two or more payloads. In a specific example, the log entry
generated by virtual disk parser 404 may be similar to
log entry 704 of FIG. 7.
[0081] Continuing with the description of FIG. 13, op-
eration 1316 shows that the computer system can include
circuitry configured to add information that identifies an
end of file offset for the virtual disk file to the newly gen-
erated log entry. For example, virtual disk parser 404 can
add information that identifies the end of file for virtual
disk file 406 to the newly generated log entry prior to
writing it to log 420. For example, virtual disk file 406 can
be extended based on how virtual disk 402 is used by
virtual machine 410. Similar to other writes to virtual disk
file 406, writes that extend the EOF (end of file) are not
guaranteed to have been persisted until a flush is com-
pleted by storage device 106. Thus, virtual disk parser
404 can be configured to add information that identifies
the EOF when a log entry is created in order to correct
the EOF in the instance that the EOF of virtual disk file
406 is different than the EOF in a log entry virtual disk
file 406.
[0082] Turning to operation 1318, it shows that the
computer system can also include circuitry configured to
apply changes to the virtual disk file identified by the log
entry and the newly generated log entry in response to
receipt of a request to force cached input/output jobs to
be committed. For example, sometime after log entries
are written to log 420 a flush command can be issued.
Once a flush is issued to storage device 106, virtual disk
parser 404 can apply changes in the payload section of
log entries that were logged since the last flush to virtual
disk file 406 thereby causing IO jobs indicative of the
changes to be issued to storage device 106. In a specific
example, and turning to log 420-D and 420-E of FIG. 7,
suppose a flush command was issued when the tail point-
er was pointing to the first sector indicative of log entry
3. In response to issuance of a flush, virtual disk parser
404 can identify log entries that were logged since the
last flush, i.e., log entry 3 since the tail pointer indicates
that a flush was completed after log entry 2, and apply

the payload of log entry 3 to virtual disk file 406. In a
specific example, the payload could be an update to al-
location table 416. After the payload of log entry 3 was
applied to virtual disk file 406, virtual disk parser 404 can
update the tail pointer to point to where log entry 4 will
be written as shown by log 420-E. Virtual disk parser 404
could then issue another flush; however, since flushing
the log entry is equivalent to flushing the change de-
scribed by the log entry to virtual disk file 406 virtual disk
parser 404 is not required to issue another flush.
[0083] In a specific example, virtual disk parser 404
may issue the flush command. For example, virtual disk
parser 404 may include a timer set to a predetermined
time period. When the timer expires virtual disk parser
404 can be configured to issue a flush command. One
of skill in the art can appreciate that the predetermined
time interval can be set based on the type of hardware
in computer system and to take into account the cost (in
terms of time) that it takes to complete a flush. In addition,
or in the alternative, virtual disk parser 404 can be con-
figured to issue a flush command to storage device 106
in response to memory pressure within log 420. For ex-
ample, the size of log 420 may be limited and virtual disk
parser 404 may be configured to issue a flush command
in the instance that a predetermined amount of space is
allocated within log 420 to storing log files. Similarly, the
predetermined amount of space can be set based on the
type of hardware in computer system, the size of log 420,
the amount of time it takes to complete a flush, etc. Turn-
ing briefly to FIG. 7, a log entry similar to log entry 710
can be used to initiate a flush operation in the instance
that the memory pressure within log 420 exceeds the
threshold.
[0084] A flush can also be issued by virtual machine
410 or client computer system 506. For example, sup-
pose application 424 is a word processing program set
to auto save every ten minutes. When a timer expires
the word processing program can issue a flush to guest
operating system 412 in order to save the contents of the
file. In response to receipt of the flush request, guest
operating system 412 can instruct file system 414 to flush
and virtual disk parser 404 can eventually receive a re-
quest to flush. Virtual disk parser 404 can in turn issue a
flush to virtualization system file system 408. Thus,
changes to virtual disk file metadata can piggy-back off
flush operations initiated by virtual machine 410 or com-
puter system 506. Virtual disk parser 404 can receive an
acknowledgment signal indicating that storage device
106 completed the flush and report completion of the
flush to file system 414.
[0085] Referring now to FIG. 14, it illustrates additional
operations that can be executed in conjunction with op-
eration 1318 of FIG. 13. As shown by operation 1420,
the computer system can also include circuitry for writing
an additional log entry to the log, the additional log entry
includes an identifier for the additional log entry, the ad-
ditional log entry being the oldest log entry in the log that
was generated after a request to commit cached in-
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put/output jobs was issued to the storage device. For
example, sometime after a flush another change to meta-
data of virtual disk file 406 can be made by virtual disk
parser 404. In this example, virtual disk parser 404 can
generate another log entry including a payload indicative
of the change and check the memory pointer for the tail
to determine which identifier to write to the additional log
entry. Since the log entry and the newly generated log
have been flushed virtual disk parser 404 can add an
identifier for the additional log entry to the additional log
entry and write it to log 420. Returning to FIG. 8 and in
particular to log 420-E, suppose that virtual disk parser
404 generates log entry 4 and determines that log entries
1-3 have been committed and applied. In response to
this determination, virtual disk parser 404 can add the
virtual disk file offset indicative of the starting location of
log entry 4 to the header of log entry 4 and write log entry
4 to log 420.
[0086] Turning back to FIG. 14, operation 1422 it indi-
cates that in an embodiment the computer system can
include circuitry for overwriting the log entry in response
to a determination that the log entry has been both com-
mitted to the storage device and applied to the virtual
disk file. For example, virtual disk parser 404 can be con-
figured to overwrite log entries that have been flushed.
In an embodiment, the placement of the tail pointer can
be used to differentiate the flushed log entries from those
that are not. Virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to
overwrite log entries that have virtual disk file offset val-
ues that are less than the virtual disk file offset value
indicative of the tail pointer. Turning briefly to FIG. 8, and
in particular log 420-F and 420-G, virtual disk parser 404
can generate log entry 5 and determine that the end of
log 420 is reached. Virtual disk parser 404 can then de-
termine the address for the tail and determine that log
entries 1-3 have been flushed because of the location of
the tail pointer. Virtual disk parser 404 can then write log
entry 5 to log 420 as shown by log 420-G.
[0087] Continuing with the description of FIG. 14, op-
eration 1424 shows that the computer system can include
circuitry for scanning the log in response to a determina-
tion that the virtual disk file was improperly closed; cir-
cuitry for identifying a sequence of valid log entries, the
sequence including a newest valid log entry written to
the log and each log entry in the sequence written to the
log after a discontinuity; and circuitry for applying chang-
es to the virtual disk file identified by the sequence of log
entries. For example, a power failure may occur some-
time during the operation of computer system 400. Com-
puter system 400 may be restarted and virtualization sys-
tem 420 may be executed. Virtual disk parser 404 can
start running and a request to start virtual machine 410
may be received. Virtual disk parser 404 can open virtual
disk file 406 stored on storage device 106 and open log
420. Virtual disk parser 404 can read the log entries
stored in persisted log 420 and determine whether there
is a sequence of valid entries stored therein. Virtual disk
parser 404 can then select a sequence of valid entries,

i.e., each entry in the sequence is valid, the sequence
includes the most recent entry, and each log entry in the
sequence was written after the most recent discontinuity
point. Once the sequence is identified, virtual disk parser
404 can extract the payload or payloads from log entries
in the sequence and apply them to the virtual disk file
406 causing IO job or jobs to be issued to storage disk
106 to change the on-disk copy of virtual disk file 406.
[0088] In a specific example, and referring to FIG. 9,
suppose log 420 looks similar to persisted log 902 after
reboot. In this example, virtual disk parser 404 may iden-
tify a sequence of valid entries (log entries 5-7) that in-
cludes the latest valid entry (log entry 7) and each log
entry in the sequence was written after the most recent
discontinuity (log entry 4). In this specific example, virtual
disk parser 404 can be configured to select log entries 5
- 7 and extract the payload and the virtual disk file offset
from each log entry. Virtual disk parser 404 can then se-
quentially apply each payload to virtual disk file 406.
[0089] Continuing with the description of FIG. 14, op-
eration 1426, indicates that the computer system can in-
clude circuitry for generating a second log in response
to a determination that the virtual disk file was moved to
a second storage device, the second storage device hav-
ing an expanded sector size; and circuitry for writing and
expanded log entry to the second log, the expanded log
entry including a bit pattern obtained from the log entry
and a bit pattern obtained the virtual disk file. For exam-
ple, suppose that virtual disk file 406 is copied from com-
puter system 400 to a different computer system having
a similar configuration and the sector size of its storage
device is larger. For example, suppose that the sector
size of storage device 106 is 4kb and the sector size of
the larger storage device is 8kb. In this example, virtual
disk parser 404 can open virtual disk file 406 into memory
and read log 420. Virtual disk parser 404 can determine
that the sector size for the larger storage device is larger
than the payload in the log entries and determine to ex-
pand the size of the log entries. In a specific example,
virtual disk parser 404 can identify a sequence of events
to apply to virtual disk file 406 and then generate a new
expanded log including expanded logs that reflect the
selected sequence. In a specific example, the expanded
log can be similar to expanded log 1010 shown by FIG.
10 and the expanded log entry can be similar to log entry
1006. After the expanded log is generated, virtual disk
parser 404 can be configured to generate a log entry that
includes the payload from a log entry and data from virtual
disk file 406.
[0090] Continuing with the description of FIG. 14, op-
eration 1428, indicates that the computer system can in-
clude circuitry for generating a second log in response
to a determination that the virtual disk file was moved to
a second storage device, the second storage device hav-
ing an expanded sector size; and circuitry for writing an
expanded log entry to the second log, the expanded log
entry including a bit patterns for the second sector ob-
tained from the second log entry and the bit pattern for
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the first sector obtained from the first log entry. For ex-
ample, suppose that virtual disk file 406 is copied from
computer system 400 to a different computer system hav-
ing a similar configuration and the sector size of its stor-
age device is larger. For example, suppose that the sec-
tor size of storage device 106 is 4kb and the sector size
of the larger storage device is 8kb. In this example, virtual
disk parser 404 can open virtual disk file 406 into memory
and read log 420. Virtual disk parser 404 can determine
that the sector size for the larger storage device is larger
than the payload in the log entries and determine to ex-
pand the size of the log entries. Virtual disk parser 404
can then create an expanded log entry that includes data
from multiple log entries obtained from log 420. In a spe-
cific example, the expanded log can be similar to expand-
ed log 1010 shown by FIG. 10 and the expanded log
entry can be similar to log entry 1008.
[0091] Turning now to FIG. 15, it illustrates an opera-
tional procedure including operations 1500, 1502, 1504,
1506, and 1508. Operation 1500 begins the procedure
and operation 1502 illustrates that a computer system
can include circuitry configured to access a log for a vir-
tual disk file, the log including log entries written in a se-
quential order. For example, virtual disk parser 404 can
open virtual disk file 406 into random access memory
104. Virtual disk parser 404 can read virtual disk file 406
and detect log 420 stored therein. In a specific example,
log 420 could be similar to log 902 or 906 of FIG. 9.
[0092] Continuing with the description of FIG. 15, op-
eration 1504 shows that the computer system can include
circuitry for selecting a sequence of log entries in re-
sponse to a determination that each log entry in the se-
quence is valid, the sequence includes a newest valid
log entry, and that each log entry was written to the log
after a discontinuity in the log file. For example, virtual
disk parser 404 can scan each log entry in log 420 and
generate a table of information that identifies the se-
quence that each valid log entry belongs to. For example,
and assuming log 420 is similar to log 906, virtual disk
parser 404 can create a table similar to table 908. After
table 908 is populated and scanned a second time, virtual
disk parser 404 can select a sequence of valid entries
that includes the newest valid log entry and each log entry
was written to the log after a discontinuity. In this specific
example, virtual disk parser 404 can select the sequence
9-14 because it includes the most recent valid log entry
(log entry 14) and each entry was written after the most
recent discontinuity (the discontinuity located where log
entry 8 should be).
[0093] Turning now to operation 1506, it demonstrates
that computer system 400 can also include circuitry for
applying changes to sectors of the virtual disk file iden-
tified by the sequence of log entries. Returning to FIG.
9, in the instance where log 420 is similar to log 908,
virtual disk parser 404 can determine to replay log events
9-14. Virtual disk parser 404 can extract the payloads
and virtual disk file offset values and write the payloads
to virtual disk 406. Writing the payloads results in IO jobs

being issued to storage device 106 to commit them to
disk.
[0094] Turning now to FIG. 16, it illustrates alternative
operations that can be executed by a computer system.
Turning now to operation 1608, it shows that the compu-
ter system can be configured to include circuitry for mod-
ifying an end of file identifier for the virtual disk file based
on an end of file identifier stored in a log entry in the
sequence of log-entries. For example, virtual disk parser
404 can change the EOF of virtual disk file 406 in re-
sponse to detecting a log entry or log entries in the se-
lected sequence that indicates that the EOF of virtual
disk file 406 is different than what was logged. For ex-
ample, if the information indicates that the EOF has been
extended then virtual disk parser 404 can extend virtual
disk file 406 to match what was in the log entries.
[0095] Turning to operation 1610, it shows that in an
embodiment the computer system can include circuitry
for generating a second log in response to a determina-
tion that the sector size of a storage device storing the
virtual disk file has increased; and circuitry for writing an
expanded log entry to the second log, the expanded log
entry including a bit pattern obtained from the virtual disk
file and a bit pattern obtained from a log entry in the log.
For example, virtual disk parser 404 can open virtual disk
file 406 and scan log 420. Virtual disk parser 404 can
determine the sector size of the storage device that log
420 was created on and compare it to a sector size of a
storage device currently storing virtual disk file 406. In
this example, suppose log 420 was generated on a dif-
ferent computer system and the sector size of storage
device 106 is larger than the sector size used by the
different computer system. For example, suppose that
the sector size of storage device 106 is 8kb and the sector
size of a storage device that previously stored virtual disk
file 406 was 4kb. In response to this determination, virtual
disk parser 404 can expand the size of the log entries by
generating a new expanded log.
[0096] In an exemplary configuration, virtual disk pars-
er 404 can determine a sequence of log entries in log
420 to replay and create an expanded entry for each log
entry in the sequence. Virtual disk parser 404 can gen-
erate an expanded log entry having a payload equal to
a multiple of the sector size used by storage device 106
(equal to a multiple of 8kb in a specific example) for each
log entry in the sequence. Then, for each log entry in the
sequence virtual disk parser 404 can use the sector size
used by storage device 106 and a descriptor from an old
log entry to determine where to insert the payload into a
new log entry such that the new log entry is aligned with
the sector size of storage device 106. For the first new
log entry, virtual disk parser 404 can use data from virtual
disk file 406 to fill the remainder of the payload and for
each subsequent entry virtual disk parser 404 can use a
combination of on-disk data and data from earlier log
entries within the sequence.
[0097] Continuing with the description of FIG. 16, op-
eration 1612 shows that the computer system can include
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circuitry for generating a second log in response to a
determination that the sector size of a storage device
storing the virtual disk file has decreased; and circuitry
for writing a first contracted and a second contracted log
entry to the second log, the first contracted log entry in-
cluding a portion of a bit pattern obtained from a log entry
in the log and a second contracted log entry including a
remainder of the bit pattern from the log entry in the log.
For example, virtual disk parser 404 can be configured
to determine that the sector size used by the underlying
storage device is smaller than the sector size indicated
in log 420. In an optional configuration, virtual disk parser
404 can create a new contracted log within virtual disk
file 406 and convert a sequence of log entries selected
to be replayed to contracted log entries by using the sec-
tor size of storage device 106 to split each log entry into
multiple log entries. Once the contracted log entries are
generated, virtual disk parser 404 can replay them by
applying the payload to virtual disk file 406. The act of
writing the payloads associated with the contracted log
entries causes one or more IO jobs to be issued to storage
device 106. Storage device 106 can store the IO jobs in
cache 454 and then eventually commit them to an on-
disk copy of virtual disk file 406. While log 420 can be
contracted, it does not have to be contracted. It is safe
to replay a log that was created for a larger sector size
on a device with a smaller sector size.
[0098] Continuing with the description of FIG. 16, op-
eration 1614 shows that the computer system can addi-
tionally include circuitry for adding an identifier for an old-
est unflushed log entry to each log entry prior to writing
each log entry to the log. For example, when virtual disk
parser 404 determines to update metadata of virtual disk
file 406 such as an update to allocation table 416, virtual
disk parser 404 can check a memory pointer that identi-
fies the oldest unflushed log entry in log 420. In this ex-
ample, virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to add
an identifier, e.g., the virtual disk file offset indicative of
the first sector used to store the identified log entry, the
sequence number of the identified log entry, etc., of the
oldest unflushed log entry to each log entry that is gen-
erated.
[0099] Continuing with the description of FIG. 16, op-
eration 1616 shows that computer system 400 can ad-
ditionally include circuitry for overwriting a flushed log
entry in response to a determination that a subsequently
written log entry includes information indicating that the
flushed log entry was committed to a storage device and
applied to the virtual disk file. For example, virtual disk
parser 404 can be configured to overwrite log entries that
have been flushed in the instance that another log entry
includes information indicating that the flushed log entry
was in fact flushed. In an exemplary embodiment, the
information can be the presence of an identifier for a more
recent log entry. The presence of an identifier for a more
recent log entry within another log entry is indicative of
the fact that log entries prior to the more recent log entry
were flushed to disk. For example, and turning to log 420-

F of FIG. 8. The presence of the identifier for log entry 4
within log entry 4 indicates that log entries 1-3 have been
flushed and have been applied to virtual disk file 406.
[0100] Turning to FIG. 17, it shows an operational pro-
cedure that computer system 400 can be configured to
execute including operations 1700, 1702, 1704, and
1706. Turning to operation 1700, it begins the operational
procedure and operation 1702 shows that the computer
system can include circuitry for instantiating a virtual disk
for a virtual machine, the virtual disk backed by a virtual
disk file. For example, and referring briefly to FIG. 4, com-
puter system 400 can include virtual disk parser 404,
which can instantiate virtual disk 402 within virtual ma-
chine 410. Turning to FIG. 5, this figure illustrates that
virtual disk 402 can be backed by virtual disk file 406. Or
put another way, virtual disk file 406 can store the under-
lying data for virtual disk 402.
[0101] Continuing with the description of FIG. 17, op-
eration 1704 shows that the computer system can addi-
tionally include, but is not limited to circuitry for determin-
ing a bit pattern to write to the virtual disk file. Virtual disk
parser 404 can determine to modify metadata of virtual
disk file 406 in response to receipt of an IO job from virtual
machine 410 or some other signal. In a specific example,
suppose a block of virtual disk 402 is written to by virtual
machine 410 and that this block is not described by any
part of virtual disk file 406. Virtual disk parser 404 may
select a section of virtual disk file to use to describe the
virtual disk block; update an in-memory copy of allocation
table 416 and generate a bit pattern indicative of infor-
mation that links the virtual disk block to the section of
virtual disk file to write to the on-disk copy of allocation
table 416, which is stored in virtual disk file 406.
[0102] Continuing with the description of FIG. 17, op-
eration 1706 indicates that the computer system can in-
clude circuitry for generating a log entry including the bit
pattern to write to a log, the log including ordered log
entries, the log stored in random access memory. For
example, virtual disk parser 404 can be configured to
generate a log entry and write the bit pattern to a payload
section of the log entry. Turning to FIG. 7, in a specific
example embodiment virtual disk parser 404 can gener-
ate a log entry that has a format similar to log entry 702,
704, or 706. In this example, the log entry can include a
header, that identifies that that the data is a log entry, a
sequence number, a timestamp, a session number (iden-
tifying the session that the entry is for), etc., a descriptor
identifying the location in virtual disk file 406 to write the
bit pattern, and a payload section including the bit pattern
or a portion thereof.
[0103] Turning back to FIG. 17, operation 1708 iden-
tifies that the computer system can additionally include,
but is not limited to circuitry for adding an identifier for an
oldest unflushed log entry to the log. For example, virtual
disk parser 404 can check a memory pointer that identi-
fies the oldest unflushed log entry in log 420 and store
information that can be used to identify this unflushed
entry within the log entry. In this example, virtual disk
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parser 404 can be configured to add an identifier, e.g.,
the virtual disk file offset indicative of the first sector used
to store the identified log entry, the sequence number of
the identified log entry, etc., of the oldest unflushed log
entry to each log entry that is generated. In a specific
example, and turning to FIG. 8, suppose log 420 is in the
state illustrated by log 420-A, in this example virtual disk
parser 404 can generate log entry 2 and add the address
of the tail to its header, i.e., an identifier that identifies
that log entry 1 is the oldest unflushed entry.
[0104] Now turning to operation 1710, it shows that the
computer system can additionally include circuitry for
writing the log entry to the log. Virtual disk parser 404
can write the log entry to log 420. One or more input/out-
put jobs can be issued to storage device 106 indicative
of the log entry and these one or more IO jobs can be
stored in cache 454 until they are eventually committed
to persistent storage unit 460, e.g., a disc platter, FLASH
RAM, etc.
[0105] Referring now to FIG. 18, it shows additional
operations that can be executed in conjunction with those
illustrated by FIG. 17. Operation 1812 demonstrates that
the computer system can be configured to include, but
is not limited to circuitry for issuing a flush command to
a storage device; and circuitry for applying the bit pattern
from the log entry to the virtual disk file in response to
receipt of a signal indicating that the storage device com-
pleted a flush operation. For example, sometime after
log entries are written to log 420 virtual disk parser 404
can issue a flush command to storage device 106 thereby
causing storage device 106 to write pending IO jobs to
persistent storage unit 460 and report back completion
of the operation. When virtual disk parser 404 receives
the acknowledgment indicating that the flush operation
finished, virtual disk parser 404 can apply changes in the
payload section of the log entry that was just flushed to
virtual disk file 406. This results in IO jobs indicative of
the change to virtual disk file 406 being issued to storage
device 106. Virtual disk parser 404 can optionally issue
another flush to cause these IO jobs to ensure that these
IO jobs are committed to persistent storage unit 460; how-
ever, since they are described by the persistent log, a
flush operation is not necessary.
[0106] Continuing with the description of FIG. 18, op-
eration 1814 demonstrates that in an example embodi-
ment where the computer system includes circuitry for
executing operation 1812 it can additionally include cir-
cuitry for scanning the copy of the log stored in the storage
device in response to a determination that a power failure
occurred; circuitry for selecting a sequence of log entries
from the copy of the log in response to a determination
that each log entry in the sequence is valid, the sequence
includes a newest valid log entry, and that each log entry
was written to the log after a discontinuity in the log file;
and circuitry for applying changes to sectors of the virtual
disk file identified by the sequence of log entries. For
example, a power failure may occur sometime during the
operation of computer system 400, but after the log entry

was flushed. Computer system 400 may be restarted and
virtualization system 420 may be executed. Virtual disk
parser 404 can start running and a request to start virtual
machine 410 may be received. Virtual disk parser 404
can open the persisted copy of virtual disk file 406 stored
on storage device 106 and read log 420. Virtual disk pars-
er 404 can read the log entries and select a sequence of
valid entries to replay. Virtual disk parser 404 can select
a sequence that includes one or more valid log entries,
where the sequence includes the newest log entry and
the sequence does not include a discontinuity point.
Once the sequence is identified, virtual disk parser 404
can extract the payload or payloads from the sequence
and apply them to the virtual disk file 406.
[0107] The foregoing detailed description has set forth
various embodiments of the systems and/or processes
via examples and/or operational diagrams. Insofar as
such block diagrams, and/or examples contain one or
more functions and/or operations, it will be understood
by those within the art that each function and/or operation
within such block diagrams, or examples can be imple-
mented, individually and/or collectively, by a wide range
of hardware, software, firmware, or virtually any combi-
nation thereof.

Claims

1. A computer-readable storage medium including in-
structions that upon execution by a processor cause
the processor to:

instantiate (1202) a log for a virtual disk file in
random access memory, the log including or-
dered log entries;
identify (1204) a log entry in the log, the log entry
being the oldest log entry in the log that was
generated after a request to commit cached in-
put/output jobs to a storage device was issued;
add (1206) an identifier for the identified log en-
try to each newly generated log entry;
write (1208) the newly generated log entry to the
log; and
use the added identifiers in an event that the
virtual disk file is improperly closed to discover
a sequence of log entries to replay.

2. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 1,
further comprising instructions that upon execution
cause the processor to:

apply (1318) changes to the virtual disk file iden-
tified by the log entry and the newly generated
log entries
in response to receipt of a request to force
cached input/output jobs to be committed.

3. A computer system, comprising:
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a processor;
a memory in communication with the processor
when the processor is supplied with power, the
memory comprising the instructions loaded from
the medium of any of claims 1 or 2 to be carried
out by the processor.

Patentansprüche

1. Rechnerlesbares Speichermedium, das Befehle
aufweist, die bei der Ausführung durch einen Pro-
zessor, den Prozessor veranlasst zum:

Instanziieren (1202) eines Logs für eine virtuelle
Plattendatei im Direktzugriffsspeicher (Random
Access Memory), wobei das Log geordnete Lo-
geinträge aufweist;
Identifizieren (1204) eines Logeintrags in dem
Log, wobei der Logeintrag der älteste Logein-
trag in dem Log ist, der erzeugt wurde nachdem
eine Anfrage, zwischengespeicherte Ein-/Aus-
gabeaufträge an eine Speichervorrichtung zu
übergeben, erteilt wurde;
Hinzufügen (1206) eines Identifizierers für den
identifizierten Logeintrag zu jedem neu erzeug-
ten Logeintrag;
Schreiben (1208) des neu erzeugten Logein-
trags in das Log; und
Nutzen der hinzugefügten Identifizierer in einem
Ereignis, bei dem die virtuelle Plattendatei feh-
lerhaft geschlossen ist, um eine Sequenz von
Logeinträgen zum Wiederaufspielen zu erken-
nen.

2. Rechnerlesbares Speichermedium nach Anspruch
1, das ferner Befehle umfasst, die beim Ausführen
den Prozessor veranlasst zum:
Anwenden (1318) von Änderungen auf die virtuelle
Plattendatei, die durch den Logeintrag und der neu
erzeugten Logeinträge identifiziert wurde, als Ant-
wort auf Empfangen einer Anfrage zum Erzwingen,
dass zwischengespeicherte Ein-/Ausgabeaufträge
übergeben werden.

3. Rechnersystem, das Folgendes umfasst:

einen Prozessor;
einen Speicher, der mit dem Prozessor in Kom-
munikation ist, wenn der Prozessor mit Energie
versorgt ist, wobei der Speicher die Befehle um-
fasst, die von dem Medium nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 oder 2 geladen wurden, um von dem
Prozessor ausgeführt zu werden.

Revendications

1. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur incluant
des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par
un processeur, amènent le processeur à :

instancier (1202) un journal pour un fichier de
disque virtuel dans une mémoire vive, le journal
incluant des entrées de journal ordonnées ;
identifier (1204) une entrée de journal dans le
journal, l’entrée de journal étant la plus ancienne
entrée de journal, dans le journal, ayant été gé-
nérée après l’émission d’une demande de vali-
dation de tâches d’entrée/sortie mises en cache
sur un dispositif de stockage ;
ajouter (1206) un identificateur pour l’entrée de
journal identifiée à chaque entrée de journal
nouvellement générée ;
écrire (1208) l’entrée de journal nouvellement
générée dans le journal ; et
utiliser les identificateurs ajoutés dans le cas où
le fichier de disque virtuel n’est pas fermé cor-
rectement, en vue de découvrir une séquence
d’entrées de journal à rejouer.

2. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur selon la
revendication 1, comprenant en outre des instruc-
tions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, amènent le
processeur à :
appliquer (1318) des modifications au fichier de dis-
que virtuel identifié par l’entrée de journal et les en-
trées de journal nouvellement générées, en réponse
à la réception d’une demande visant à forcer la va-
lidation de tâches d’entrée/sortie mises en cache.

3. Système informatique, comprenant :

un processeur ;
une mémoire en communication avec le proces-
seur, lorsque le processeur est alimenté en
énergie, la mémoire comprenant les instruc-
tions, chargées à partir du support selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 et 2, devant
être mises en oeuvre par le processeur.
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